The cellular transducer in bone: What is it?
Bone is able to detect its strain environment and respond accordingly. In particular it is able to adapt to over-use and under-use by bone deposition or resorption. How can bone sense strain? Various physical mechanisms have been proposed for the so-called cellular transducer, but there is no conclusive proof for any one of them. This paper examines the theories and evidence, with particular reference to a new theory proposed by the authors, involving damage to cellular processes by microcracks. Experiments on bone samples ex-vivo showed that cracks cannot fracture osteocytes, but that cellular processes which span the crack can be broken. A theoretical model was developed for predicting the number of broken processes as a function of crack size and applied stress. This showed that signals emitted by fractured processes could be used to detect cracks which needed repairing and to provide information on the overall level of damage which could be used to initiate repair and adaptation responses.